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Argumentation & AnalysisTask Template 2 — [3 Levels]

Section 1: What Task?

TEACHING TASK

L1:  After reading Do video games lead to increased social violence? informational articles

write  that addresses the question andprovided to you an an article for the local newspaper

support your position with evidence from the text(s).

L2: Be sure to acknowledge competing views.

L3: Give examples from past or current events or issues to illustrate and clarify your position.

STUDENT BACKGROUND

The Sandy Hook killer Adam Lanza has been said to have been a very shy and quite teen,

but in an interview with CNN Lanza was described by his high school friend Alan Diaz as

being obsessed with violent video games. “He was a very intelligent person who had the

stereotypical nerd look, but he never carried a back-pack, he always carried a computer bag.

We all kind of knew that, like, he had problems socially and we kind of had a feeling that he

might have had something wrong with him” said Diaz to CNN reporters.

EXTENSION
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Rubric

Scoring Elements Not Yet Approaches
Expectations

Meets
Expectations Advanced

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Focus

Attempts to
address prompt,

but lacks focus or
is off-task.

Addresses
prompt

appropriately and
establishes a
position, but

focus is uneven.

Addresses
prompt

appropriately
and maintains
a clear, steady

focus.
Provides a
generally

convincing
position.

Addresses all
aspects of

prompt
appropriately

with a
consistently
strong focus

and
convincing
position.

Controlling Idea

Attempts to
establish a claim,
but lacks a clear

purpose. (L2)
Makes no
mention of

counter claims.

Establishes a
claim. (L2)

Makes note of
counter claims.

Establishes a
credible claim.
(L2) Develops

claim and
counter claims

fairly.

Establishes
and maintains
a substantive
and credible

claim or
proposal. (L2)

Develops
claims and

counter claims
fairly and

thoroughly.

Reading/Research

Attempts to
reference

reading materials
to develop

response, but
lacks

connections or
relevance to the
purpose of the

prompt.

Presents
information from
reading materials

relevant to the
purpose of the

prompt with
minor lapses in

accuracy or
completeness.

Accurately
presents

details from
reading

materials
relevant to the
purpose of the

prompt to
develop

argument or
claim.

Accurately and
effectively
presents
important

details from
reading

materials to
develop

argument or
claim.

Development

Attempts to
provide details in
response to the

prompt, but lacks
sufficient

development or
relevance to the
purpose of the
prompt. (L3)

Makes no
connections or a
connection that is

irrelevant to
argument or

claim.

Presents
appropriate

details to support
and develop the
focus, controlling

idea, or claim,
with minor lapses
in the reasoning,

examples, or
explanations.
(L3) Makes a

connection with a
weak or unclear
relationship to
argument or

claim.

Presents
appropriate

and sufficient
details to

support and
develop the

focus,
controlling

idea, or claim.
(L3) Makes a

relevant
connection to

clarify
argument or

claim.

Presents
thorough and

detailed
information to

effectively
support and
develop the

focus,
controlling

idea, or claim.
(L3) Makes a

clarifying
connection(s)

that
illuminates

argument and
adds depth to

reasoning.

Uses an
appropriate

organizational

Maintains an
appropriate

organizational
structure to

address

Maintains an
organizational
structure that
intentionally

and effectively
enhances the

presentation of
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Organization
Attempts to

organize ideas,
but lacks control

of structure.

structure for
development of
reasoning and

logic, with minor
lapses in

structure and/or
coherence.

specific
requirements
of the prompt.

Structure
reveals the

reasoning and
logic of the
argument.

information as
required by
the specific

prompt.
Structure
enhances

development
of the

reasoning and
logic of the
argument.

Conventions

Attempts to
demonstrate

standard English
conventions, but
lacks cohesion
and control of

grammar, usage,
and mechanics.

Sources are
used without

citation.

Demonstrates an
uneven

command of
standard English
conventions and
cohesion. with

few errors.
Response
includes

language and
tone appropriate
to the audience,

purpose, and
specific

requirements of
the prompt. Cites

sources using
appropriate

format with only
minor errors.

Demonstrates
a command of

standard
English

conventions
and cohesion,

with few
errors.

Response
includes

language and
tone

appropriate to
the audience,
purpose, and

specific
requirements
of the prompt.
Cites sources

using
appropriate
format with
only minor

errors.

Demonstrates
and maintains

a
well-developed

command of
standard
English

conventions
and cohesion,

with few
errors.

Response
includes

language and
tone

consistently
appropriate to
the audience,
purpose, and

specific
requirements
of the prompt.
Consistently
cites sources

using
appropriate

format.

Content
Understanding

Attempts to
include

disciplinary
content in

argument, but
understanding of
content is weak;

content is
irrelevant,

inappropriate, or
inaccurate.

Briefly notes
disciplinary

content relevant
to the prompt;
shows basic or

uneven
understanding of

content; minor
errors in

explanation.

Accurately
presents

disciplinary
content

relevant to the
prompt with

sufficient
explanations

that
demonstrate

understanding.

Integrates
relevant and

accurate
disciplinary
content with

thorough
explanations

that
demonstrate

in-depth
understanding.
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STANDARDS

Common Core Anchor Standards — Reading

R.CCR.1: Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical

inferences from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support

conclusions drawn from the text.

R.CCR.2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development;

summarize the key supporting details and ideas.

R.CCR.4: Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining

technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices

shape meaning or tone.

R.CCR.10: Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently

and proficiently.

Common Core Anchor Standards — Writing

W.CCR.1: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts,

using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.

W.CCR.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and

style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

W.CCR.5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing,

rewriting, or trying a new approach.

W.CCR.9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection,

and research.

W.CCR.10: Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and

revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks,

purposes, and audiences.

Custom Standards
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Section 2: What Skills?

Selected Skills

Preparing for the Task

TASK ENGAGEMENT: Ability to connect the task and new content to existing knowledge,

skills, experiences, interests, and concerns

TASK ANALYSIS: Ability to understand and explain the task's prompt and rubric.

Reading Process

TEXT SELECTION: Ability to identify appropriate texts

ACTIVE READING: Ability to identify the central point and main supporting elements of a

text.

ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY: Ability to apply strategies for developing an understanding of

text(s) by locating words and phrases that identify key concepts and facts, or information.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Ability to use and credit sources appropriately.

NOTE-TAKING: Ability to read purposefully and select relevant information; to summarize

and/or paraphrase.

Transition to Writing

BRIDGING: Ability to begin linking reading results to writing task.

Writing Process

CONTROLLING IDEA: Ability to establish a controlling idea and consolidate information

relevant to task.

PLANNING: Ability to develop a line of thought and text structure appropriate to an

information/explanation task.

DEVELOPMENT: Ability to construct an initial draft with an emerging line of thought and

structure.

REVISION: Ability to refine text, including line of thought, language usage, and tone as
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appropriate to audience and purpose.

EDITING: Ability to proofread and format a piece to make it more effective.

COMPLETION: Ability to submit final piece that meets expectations.
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Section 3: What Instruction?

MiniTasks

Preparing for the Task

TASK ENGAGEMENT: Ability to connect the task and new content to existing knowledge,

skills, experiences, interests, and concerns

LIST

In a quick write, write your first reaction to the task prompt. Add some notes of things

you know about this issue.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

None

Teaching Strategies:

• Link this task to earlier class content.

• Discuss student responses.

• Clarify timetable and support plans for the task.

TASK ANALYSIS: Ability to understand and explain the task's prompt and rubric.

LIST

In your own words, what are the important features of a good response to this

prompt?

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

None

Teaching Strategies:

• Share examples of type of text students will produce (either from past students or

from professional writers).

• Identify or invite students to identify key features of examples.

• Pair students to share and improve their individual bullets.

• Create a classroom list: Choose one student to share a few ideas on the board, and

ask other to add to it.

Reading Process
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TEXT SELECTION: Ability to identify appropriate texts

NOTES

For each text, list the needed bibliographic information. Add bullets on why you think

the work is credible and/or worthy of study.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Identifies author, title, publisher, date, and any other needed information (for

example, the volume for a periodical or the editor for an anthology).

• Includes reasonable evidence that work is credible and/or worthy of study.

Teaching Strategies:

• Provide citation guide and discuss why each element of citation is needed.

• Ask students to brainstorm what makes an author credible and/or worthy of study.

• Provide access to research sources for students to assess the texts.

• Note: for an “after researching” task, add teaching and time for students to select

the texts they will use.

ACTIVE READING: Ability to identify the central point and main supporting elements of a

text.

SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

What is the author trying to accomplish? Which parts of the text show you that?

• L2 What competing arguments have you encountered or can you think of?

• L3 What historical or current examples can you note that relate to the task prompt?

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Answers questions with credible response.

Teaching Strategies:

• Invite students to brainstorm ways to figure out any author’s intent.

• Invite students to share and discuss their answers for each text.

• After the discussion, allow them to add to their entries.

ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY: Ability to apply strategies for developing an understanding of

text(s) by locating words and phrases that identify key concepts and facts, or information.

LIST

In your notebook, list words and phrases essential to the texts. Add definitions, and

(if appropriate) notes on connotation in this context.
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Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Lists appropriate phrases.

• Provides accurate definitions.

Teaching Strategies:

• After scoring, ask some students to share definitions of terms that others

overlooked or misunderstood.

• After scoring, be willing to provide direct instruction or guide a close reading if

needed to work through a key phrase most students missed.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Ability to use and credit sources appropriately.

SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Define "plagiarism" and list ways to avoid it.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides accurate definition

• Lists several appropriate strategies

Teaching Strategies:

• Discuss respect for others’ work to assemble evidence and create texts.

• Discuss academic penalties for stealing others thoughts and words.

NOTE-TAKING: Ability to read purposefully and select relevant information; to summarize

and/or paraphrase.

NOTES

From each text, make a list of the elements that look most important for answering

the prompt. Do what you need to do to avoid plagiarism.

• L2(a) What strategies will you use to discern “credible sources”?

• L2(b): What implications can your draw? (Tasks 11,12 )

• L3 Why is it important in the process of inquiry to “identify gaps” or “unanswered

questions” about the topic?

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Identifies relevant elements.

• Includes information to support accurate citation (for example, page numbers for a

long text, clear indication when quoting directly.
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Teaching Strategies:

• Teach a model format for note taking.

• Check that early student work is in the assigned format (or in another format that

gathers the needed information effectively).

Transition to Writing

BRIDGING: Ability to begin linking reading results to writing task.

LIST

In a quick write, write about what you know now that you’ve read about (content).

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

None

Teaching Strategies:

• Discussion-based strategies, such as seminar.

• Small group discussion using question.

Writing Process

CONTROLLING IDEA: Ability to establish a controlling idea and consolidate information

relevant to task.

SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Write an opening paragraph that includes a controlling idea and sequences the key

points you plan to make in your composition

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Writes a concise summary statement or draft opening.

• Provides direct answer to main prompt requirements.

• Establishes a controlling idea.

• Identifies key points that support development of argument.

Teaching Strategies:

• Offer several examples of opening paragraphs.

• Ask class to discuss what makes them strong or weak.

• Review the list that students created earlier to identify needed elements (from

Cluster 1, skill 2).
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PLANNING: Ability to develop a line of thought and text structure appropriate to an

information/explanation task.

OUTLINE

Create an outline based on your notes and reading in which you state your claim,

sequence your points, and note your supporting evidence.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Creates an outline or organizer.

• Supports controlling idea. Uses evidence from texts read earlier.

Teaching Strategies:

• Provide and teach one or more examples of outlines or organizers.

• Invite students to generate questions in pairs about how the format works, and then

take and answer questions.

DEVELOPMENT: Ability to construct an initial draft with an emerging line of thought and

structure.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Write an initial draft complete with opening, development, and closing; insert and cite

textual evidence.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides complete draft with all parts.

• Supports the opening in the later sections with evidence and citations.

Teaching Strategies:

• Encourage students to re-read prompt partway through writing, to check that they

are on track.

REVISION: Ability to refine text, including line of thought, language usage, and tone as

appropriate to audience and purpose.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Refine composition’s analysis, logic, and organization of ideas/points. Use textual

evidence carefully, with accurate citations. Decide what to include and what not to
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include.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides complete draft with all parts.

• Supports the opening in the later sections with evidence and citations.

• Improves earlier edition.

Teaching Strategies:

• Sample useful feedback that balances support for strengths and clarity about

weaknesses.

• Assign students to provide each other with feedback on those issues.

EDITING: Ability to proofread and format a piece to make it more effective.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Revise draft to have sound spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and grammar. Adjust

formatting as needed to provide clear, appealing text.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides draft free from distracting surface errors.

• Uses format that supports purpose.

Teaching Strategies:

• Briefly review selected skills that many students need to improve.

• Teach a short list of proofreading marks.

• Assign students to proofread each other’s texts a second time.

COMPLETION: Ability to submit final piece that meets expectations.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Turn in your complete set of drafts, plus the final version of your piece

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Fits the “Meets Expectations” category in the rubric for the teaching task.
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1220L

1170L

1140L

1040L

Resources

Selected Articles

Teaching Kids to Kill.

National Forum (Fall2000)—Grossman, Dave

Discusses the impact of media violence on the behavior of children. Information on the case

of Michael Carneal, a teenage killer in the Paducah, Kentucky, school shootings; Rise in the

aggravated-assault rate in the 1990s; Resistance of man to kill; Details on the methods used

by the military to train soldiers to kill and how the media does the same thing to children.

Of Arms And The Boy ALL KIDS BATTLE DEMONS. WHY DID THESE FIVE

LOSE?

Time (07/02/1998)—Cloud, JohnGrace, JulieMonroe, SylvesterRoche, Timothy

The article focuses on several young individuals including Kipland Kinkel, Mitchell Johnson

and Michael Carneal who are juvenile offenders for the crime of murder. It highlights the

story of Kinkel of Springfield, Oregon in which he had killed his parents one night and shot

others in his high school. It also adds that the offenders were all fascinated with popular

culture. Moreover, psychologists claim that violence in mass media triggers aggression in

youth.

Video Game Violence.

Science News for Kids (1/24/2007)—Sohn, Emily

The author addresses the issue of video game violence. She describes how readers

responded to two articles about video game violence published in a 2004 issue of the

journal. Brain-scan studies at Michigan State University showed that playing violent video

games leads to brain activity associated with aggressive thoughts. She cites other studies

regarding the association between violent video games and aggressive behavior.

A Free Speech Challenge for Parents.

Humanist (Sep/Oct2011)—Horton, Joseph J.

The article discusses video game violence and children, the responsibilities parents have,

and controls the U.S. government could implement to prevent violent behavior in children by

limiting their access to purchase certain games. The Supreme Court ruled in June 2010 that

the California state government does not have the right to prohibit minors from purchasing

graphically violent video games. The article also mentions that alleged murderer Anders

Behring Breivik played violent video games.

Gamers crave sense of control.
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890L

1070L

1140L

1300L

Science News (2/14/2009)—Sanders, Laura

This article examines a study, headed by psychologist Richard Ryan at the University of

Rochester in New York, which suggests video game players have a craving for feelings of

control and competence. This study contradicts the common belief that violence is what

makes a game enjoyable and shows that violent content does little to enhance a player's

enjoyment of the game.

Research Update: The Joystick Generation.

Parks & Recreation (Aug2006)—Barenthin, JamiVan Puymbroeck, Marieke

The article focuses on the effects of video games on the social skills of adolescents. Social

interaction is necessary for the development of social skills in children. The article notes that

studies have been conducted which link video game playing to physical aggression and

violence in children. Research indicates that aggressive and other related behaviors have a

negative effect on social skills. Researchers studied the reasons why adolescents play video

games and the effect that playing had on school performance.

Firefight.

Current Events (9/5/2011)—

The article discusses whether teenagers should play violent video games. It superficially

refers to a research by psychologists Douglas A. Gentile and Craig A. Anderson who studied

the effects of the games for more than 30 years. It refers to views of several experts in this

regard. According to some researchers, violent video games can be as dangerous as the

assault rifles used to gun down the enemy.

Video game violence.

Prevention (Feb2006)—S. N. H.

This article presents results of studies by St. Leo University and Harvard University on teen

video games and violence. The St. Leo study found after 20 years of studies that video

violence can trigger hostile behavior in children. The Harvard study found that half of the

video games rated for teenagers contained violence, sex, and profanity.

Should It Be Illegal for Kids to Buy Violent Video Games? YES.

U.S. News Digital Weekly (5/28/2010)—Winter, Timothy F.

The author supports the proposed California law which aims to sell or rent violent video

games to minors. The author wants the U.S. Supreme Court to uphold the law because

violent video games are harmful to children. The author explains that children may imitate

scenes in video games which involve shooting of a police officer, raping a woman, and

shooting a man and setting him on fire. The author believes that the main problem lies in the

retail sales as data from Parents Television Council suggests that an underage child could
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1250L

1440L

930L

810L

1450L

1210L

buy an adult video game.

Video games and shooting: Is the NRA right?

Christian Science Monitor (12/23/2012)—Guarino, Mark

After a week of silence following the Sandy Hook school shooting that killed 20 first graders

and six staff in Newtown, Conn., the National Rifle Association blamed the entertainment

industry - specifically the producers of violent video games for inciting what has become a

pattern of gun violence in the United States.

Just Imagine!

Winner (Mar2006)—Rizzo, Kay D.

The article explains the impact of violent video games on children. Violent video games take

over the control center of a child's body. The images of blood, gore and murder will fill more

and more of a child's brain. Violent scenes become part of a child's life and begin to affect

the child's ability to be calm, kind and wise. There is a tendency that the child will also

become violent.

WRITE ON.

Creative Kids (Spring2006)—Horn, Adam

The article raises concern regarding the amount of violence in video games and on

television, which eventually effects the psyche of children

What next after Supreme Court ruling on violent video games?

Christian Science Monitor (6/27/2011)—the Monitor's Editorial Board

To curb violence, a society must find ways to deal with the factors that drive people to

commit violence. On Monday, the Supreme Court decided that a California law that would

have restricted the sale of violent video games to minors should not be one of those ways.

Gauging the effects of violent video games.

Christian Science Monitor (5/7/99)—Wood, Daniel B.

Reports on efforts to determine the influence that violent video games have on children in

the United States. The scrutiny the video game industry is under from psychologists and

parents; How video game companies are creating more games for adults and women and

cutting back on violent content; Comments. INSET: Who are the people behind `Duke

Nukem' and `Doom'?.

Video Games May Cause Real-Life Violence.
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1130L

1080L

740L

1300L

780L

760L

1170L

Current Health 1 (Oct2000)—

Discusses how playing violent video games can cause real-life violence.

Question: Are video games good for kids?

Sports Illustrated for Kids (May94)—Wrestler, IraConley, Jeremy

Debates the question of whether or not video games are good for kids with seventh-graders

at Urbana Middle School in Urbana, Illinois. People who argue that video games are fun and

educational; Development of hand-eye coordination; Those who believe that video games

give kids the message that violence is okay; Results.

Video game nation: Why so many play.

Christian Science Monitor (3/18/2012)—Lehrman, Robert A.

A journey through the world of video games, which 183 million Americans play – 25 percent

over age 50. What's behind the fascination?

Violent TV, movies, make kids meaner to each other.

Nation's Health (Oct2002)—

Reports on a study which found that children who watch violent movies and television and

play violent video games are ruder and meaner to their peers. Link between the violence

children view and the way they treat their friends; Rational aggression in children examined

in the study; Key findings.

Have Video Games Pushed Fantasy Too Far?

Writing (Oct2000 Teacher's Edition)—

Provides a teacher's guide to a lesson focused on the impact of video games involving

fantasy on children. Prereading/prewriting discussion; Discussion questions; Class activities.

The Same Old Story.

Electronic Gaming Monthly (May2002)—Hsu, Dan

Editorial. Focuses on issues involved in video game violence in the U.S. Efforts to push a bill

to outlaw selling violent games to minors; Treatment of politicians toward the emergence of

video games; Recommendations to keep children away from violent video games.

Video game violence isn't harmless fun.

Christian Science Monitor (11/12/2003)—Hughes, John
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1040L

1260L

1070L

1420L

THE PROMISE AND THE REALITY.

World & I (Apr2001)—Surette, Ray

Discusses the social impact of violence in media through the United States Federal Trade

Commission (FTC) report `Marketing Violent Entertainment to Children.' How the FTC

defined media violence; Overview on the rating system for the motion picture industry;

Criticisms against rap and heavy metal music; Effect of electronic games.

Toward the root of the evil.

Time (4/6/1998)—Lacayo, RichardRainert, Victoria

Discusses why children kill. Chart of schoolyard shootings, including the age of the suspect,

number dead and wounded; Massacres, other than the one in Jonesboro, Arkansas in

March 1998; The impact of family life, media and video game violence; The irony of the

Jonesboro, Arkansas massacre that people looking for a refuge from stress and violence

often try to escape to places very much like Jonesboro.

The Columbine Tragedy.

Humanist (Jul/Aug99)—Dority, Barbara

Reports on how to counter the hysteria reaction on tragedies in some schools in the United

States. Tragedy in the Columbine High School in Colorado on April 20, 1999; Speculated

primary cause of the Columbine and similar tragedies; Proposed solution to the school

violence problem.

Portrait of a Deadly Bond.

Time (5/10/1999)—Pooley, EricCloud, JohnGwynne, S.C.Harrington, MaureenShapiro,

JeffreyRivera, ElaineWoodbury, Richard

Profiles Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, murderers in the Littleton, Colorado, school

shootings. Relations of Harris with student Brooks Brown; Possible accomplices in the crime;

Speculation about their motives; Their group, called the Trench Coat Mafia; Influence of

athletes and cheerleaders at Columbine High School in Littleton; Plotting the shootings;

Harris' web site; Harris rejected by the Marines. INSETS: Battling the Columbine Copycats,

by Tammerlin Drummond;After the Grief: The Lawyers, by Adam Cohen, Richard

Woodbury;Drop the Stigma, by Tipper Gore.

Guns and violence.

Rolling Stone (06/10/99)—Wenner, Jann S.

Editorial. Comments on the impact of the gun-related violence at Columbine High School in

Littleton, Colorado. Implications of the nature and extent and devastation of the violence;

Debate over the cause of teenage violence; Reasons why movies and music should not be

blamed; Background on the proliferation of weapons in the United States; Criticism of
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930L

1090L

1430L

1170L

President Bill Clinton's response to the violence.

Connecting with Teens.

School Library Journal (Sep2008)—Czarnecki, Kelly

The article reviews several books including "Sex, Brains, and Video Games: A Librarian's

Guide to Teens in the Twenty-first Century," by Jennifer Burek-Pierce, "The Ultimate Guide

to Video Game Writing and Design," by Flint Dille and John Zuur Platten, and "Playing to

Learn: Video Games in the Classroom," by David Hutchinson.

The Same Old Story, the Same Old Blame.

USA Today Magazine (Jul99)—Saltzman, Joe

Ponders on the social implication of two issues in the United States, the Columbine High

School shootings and President Clinton's approval to bomb Yugoslavia and Iraq. Influence of

the media on youngsters; Influence of violent movies, television shows, video games and

web sites to the violence happening.

Why?

U.S. News & World Report (05/03/99)—Cannon, AngieStreisand, BetsyMcGraw,

DanWhitman, DavidPasternak, DouglasRagavan, ChitraMorrow, JamesFoer, Franklin

Discusses the indications that preceded the killing of 12 students and one teacher at

Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado. How Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold stood out

from their peers; The signs of trouble that went beyond school; Warning by the sheriff's

department about rising violence within the school district in the fall of 1998. INSET: How

many guns are enough?, by Marianne Lavelle.

Click for Health.

Technology Review (Jan/Feb99)—Brody, Herb

Examines the role of video games from Click Health in educating children with health

problems in United States. Use of video games to control diabetes and asthma; Study on the

health use of video games by Stanford University Medical Center; Role of Tamagotchi-like

game in guiding kids with cystic fibrosis.

Games Under Fire.

Computer Gaming World (Aug2002)—Au, W. James

Reports a local regulations prohibiting minors from buying and renting violent computer

games in Missouri. Basis for considering interactive game as different from baseball and

Parcheesi; Challenges made by the Interactive Digital Software Association; Penalization of

retailers selling explicit games for minors.
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910L

1070L

1070L

Toward the root of the evil.

Time International (Canada Edition) (04/06/98)—Lacayo, RichardRainert, Victoria

Attempts to explain the psychology of juvenile delinquents who use guns to kill. Impact of

increasing violence in television, other forms of mass media and computer games; Profile of

juvenile mass murderers Luke Woodham, Michael Carneal and Joseph Todd; Reasons why

the three schoolboys shot their classmates.

Tragedy in Arkansas.

Junior Scholastic (04/27/98)—Hanson-Harding, Alexander

Presents information on the three-murder tragedies which took place on a spring day outside

a school in Jonesboro, Arkansas. Indication that students, Mitchell Johnson and Andrew

Golden were the assailants of the tragedy; Number of persons that were killed in the

tragedy; Circumstances surrounding the tragedy.

Uploaded Files

Keywords

Links*

* These Lexile measures were computed automatically and did not undergo human review.

They are not certified measures and should not be published or recorded in any way.

Other Resources
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Section 4: What Results?

Classroom Assessment Rubric

Not Yet

Focus Attempts to address prompt but lacks focus or is off-task.

Reading/Research Demonstrates weak use of reading material to develop argument.

Controlling Idea
Establishes a claim and attempts to support an argument but is not convincing; (L2) Attempts to
acknowledge competing arguments.

Development
Reasoning is not clear; examples or explanations are weak or irrelevant. (L3) Connection is
weak or not relevant.

Organization Provides an ineffective structure; composition does not address requirements of the prompt.

Conventions
Demonstrates a weak command of standard English conventions; lacks cohesion; language and
tone are not appropriate to audience and purpose.

Meets Expectations

Focus Addresses the prompt and stays on task; provides a generally convincing response.

Reading/Research Demonstrates generally effective use of reading material to develop an argument.

Controlling Idea
Establishes a credible claim and supports an argument that is logical and generally convincing.
(L2) Acknowledges competing arguments while defending the claim.

Development
Develops reasoning to support claim; provides evidence from text(s) in the form of examples or
explanations relevant to the argument (L3) Makes a relevant connection(s) that supports
argument.

Organization Applies an appropriate text structure to address specific requirements of the prompt.

Conventions
Demonstrates a command of standard English conventions and cohesion; employs language
and tone appropriate to audience and purpose.

Classroom Assessment Task

No Classroom Assessment Task for this module

Exemplar Work

Uploaded Files
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Comments

Author Notes

Other Comments
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